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ABSTRACT
We introduce an approach for the fbsion of segmentation, classification and examination of task relevance into
a grouping mechanism performed by a competitive neural relaxation network. This means, information extracted
from the environment is selected according to the relevance of the systems intended action. Due to the fact of a
task-specific focus of attention, we avoid the separation of perception and generation of behavior.
Our network for the selection of action relevant visual regions consists of interacting columns with local
excitatory and global inhibitory coupled feedback. The lateral cooperation is used as a way to integrate task
pertinent subgoals. Possible subgoals are the size of regions, the security of a classification hypothesis and the
valuation of the hypothesis for the task. The input activity, received from different hypothesis-layers, evokes
several activation areas, which compete in a few iteration cycles. When equilibrium is attained cooperating
neurons in one layer remain active, others are suppressed with regard to the relevant subgoals.The performance
is demonstrated on a real-world selection of textured objects for a robot grasping task.

1. Introduction
An important issue in image processing is the selection of regions, no matter if in recognizing textures (e.g. [12]
[lo]) or in the segmentation of color (e.g. [3]). Often morphological operations on segmented and classified images,
or a region representation based on the Quadtree approach [ 131 had to be performed. But the conflict between image
segmentation and classification is still unsolved, it is often regarded as a circular problem: Image segmentation
delimits different regions without labelling these and classification assigns areas a defined label.
Furthermore, conventional artificial visual systems are often separated between recognition and generation of
behavior. They are usually based on sensory representations without pertinence to the intended behavior of an
agent. These approaches have to interpret the visual data by a
special control structure (a "homunculus") to act appropriately.
In the actual discussion about perception and action, some hints
can be found "that perceptual systems have evolved in all
species of animals solely as a means of guiding and controlling
action" [I].
Therefore, we try to surmount these shortcomings and introduce
a neural interactive process, which merges the circular problem
into a non-circular and which avoids the separation of
perception and the generation of action by implicitly selecting
only visual regions significant for the systems behavior and
action at this moment (fig. 1). The selected region serves as a
focus of attention for further analysis and finally for the access
to the object in this region by a manipulator.
Fig. 1: Region selection merges three tasks
into a single process.
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2. System Description
Short range excitatory connections and long range inhibitory connections constitute the typical structure of
competitive networks [2] [5] [9]. 'This concept induced models described as relaxation labelling [7], and which are
known for their segmentation properties [SI [ 1I] [14] [6]. In extension to these aplproaches, we use the lateral
cooperation as a way to integrate subgoals. In so far, this approach bridges the gap between sensory representation
and motor representation by means of task relevant region selection.

2.1. System Overview
This paper demonstrates, how our relaxation approach can
be used to enhance relevant areas in a cluttered scene
composed of different textured objects, important for a
robot grasping task (fig. 2).
The architecture can be subdividedl into a feature extraction
and a relaxation part. For feature extraction, the color
image taken from a scene is converted into three coloropponent maps (black-white, blue-yellow and red-green) to
achieve an increase of information for colored objects. On
basis of these color-opponent maps, a topological feature
space is spanned, which forms the input space of columnar
organized hypothesis-networks which determine the
activity of local hypothesis-nodes (fig. 2).
The kind of feature extraction is not subject of this issue,
but for completeness it should be remarked that we
determine the fractal dimension within a multiresolution
pyramid. Thus, we get a multi-dimensional input for every
local operating hypothesis-network. To fulfill our
requirements of fast learning ancl optimal separation, we
established a supervised incremental network [4] for the
generation of local hypotheses.
Strictly speaking, the relaxatioin part starts after the
generation of local hypotheses. The hypothesis-nodes in
the relaxation plane are excitatory coupled with their
corresponding neighbors and with inhibition nodes which
initiate a global inhibitory feedback. Cooperation within
the hypothesis-layer
groups Of the Same
hypothesis and inhibition between the hypothesis-layers
guarantees that only one hypothesis, i.e., usually one
region, remains active. In dependence on the subgoals,
another region and as a consequence, another behavior
emerges.

t

t

Feature

Fig. 2: Region selection of textured objects. The proposed
architecturecomprisesimage acquisition,a conversioninto
3 color-opponentmaps, a feature extraction on these maps,

a generation of a hypothesis-map and the relaxation on this
map modulated by different subgoals.

2.2. Relaxation Architecture
Local hypotheses modulated by a subgoal "valuation", important for preferring certain hypotheses, feed the
relaxation process (fig. 3). The number of hypothesis-layers is identical with the numbier of local hypotheses. Each
hypothesis-node is connected excitatory with its nearest neighbors within the same layer. A mutual support of
different, similar hypotheses is optional and can be realized with excitatory weights between layers. Competition
is induced by inhibitory feedback. For a flexible determination of competitors, the activity of each layer is summed
up and inhibitory distributed into the layers by a distribution function. In order to prevent the occurrence of a region
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in case of a too weak input, the feedback is modulated by a
presynaptic inhibition.
In extension to merely one competition, this algorithm is
able to transform the information of a scene into a sequential
order, a decision sequence, relevant for the actual task by
inhibition of the preceding winners in additional cycles.

Fig. 3: The architecture of the relaxation network consists
of local excitatory interactions, global inhibition and
highly specific modulations from subgoals.

2.3. Network Dynamics

The output yk, of the hypothesis-node i in column k is
calculated from the internal activity of the node zk,with a nonlinear saturation function.
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The differential equation of the internal activity dynamics consists of different terms determined by the interaction
in the network, the subgoals and the input:

The local intra- and intercolumnar interactions are considered in the following term:
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(3)

For cooperation only within a hypothesis-layer the set Q consists solely of Q={i}.Y denotes the set of excitatory
coupled neighbors in the field. Recurrent excitatory connections from each node to itself strengthen considerable
its activity and the local hypothesis performs a permanent input during the relaxation process:

In this equation, B, stands for the “valuation” of the different hypotheses concerning their importance for action.
The input activity h, of the hypothesis-nodes terms the security of the system to find the hypothesis in the analyzed
area. The global inhibitory feedback, in which p allows to determine the inhibition between the hypothesis-layers,
is calculated in consideration of the input activity h, of all nodes in the hypothesis-layers:

3. Results
To demonstrate the performance, we used the architecture in fig. 2 for region selection in a cluttered scene of three
groups: newspapers, journals and cardboard. Our hypothesis-network is teached with only two presentations of
features gained form three images of each class (fig. 4). We performed three simulations on the same input scene
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output of these networks, denoted as the local hypothesis, Fig. 4: An example of teach images concerning to
ofjournal, cardboard and newspaper.
terms the security to find the proposed material in its
receptive field. On a global view, the local hypotheses
form a kind of mountain scenery with hills and valleys
(fig. 8). The region selection algorithm optimizes the representation with regard to the intended task by means of
local interactions and global inhibition.The following results demonstrate the robustness of forming and selecting
regions according to different subgoals in an image containing journals and cardboard (fig. 5).

First experiment
In our first experiment the “valuation” of the different hypotheses is equal. Thus, the size of a coherent region and
the security of the local hypotheses are decisive for the competition.
Despite the larger size of cardboard, the higher security ofjournal hypotheses ensures the journal region to win the
competition (fig. 9 and 6).

and
newspaper Strong hypotheses are indicated black.
.

Fig. 5: Color scene Fig. 6. Color scene with
composed of cardboard and selected region.
journal.
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Fig. 9: Emergence of regions in hypothesis-maps.

Fig. 7: Color-opponent maps (red-green, blue-yellow
and black-white).

Second experiment
In reducing the “valuation” of journals in this experiment, the cardboard hypothesis is successful (fig. 12 and 11).
This means, the hypothesis journal is now, despite its high security, not worth enough to look at in detail and
therefore not a candidate for grasping.
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z

pothesis-maps.

Fig. 10: Scene composed Fig. 11: Color scene with
of cardboard and journal. selected region.

Third experiment

If the performance of the classification task for journals was lower, in contrast to the first simulation the hypothesis
of journals might not win the competition once more.
To demonstrate this, we reduced the output of the classification network for journals to ?4 of its original activity
(fig. 15). Now in case of the same valuation, cardboard is the winner, because the main advantage of the journal
hypotheses, the high security, is reduced.

Fig. 15: Hypothesis-maps with reduced activity of the
hypothesisj oumal.
Fig. 13: Scene composed
of
cardboard
and
journal.

Fig. 14: Color scene
with selected region

Fig. 16: Emergence of regions in hypothesis-maps.

Conclusion
The introduced model of region selection is part of a Robot-Vision
for grasping relevant regions. The emergence of a region and the
dependence on defined subgoals of a task.
Thus, our approach goes beyond a mere segmentation, it combines
perception with action.
The number of subgoals is not restricted to those discussed in this
article, others are also possible, e.g., the minimization of
movement access costs (fig 17).
The result of the region selection mechanism depends on the
quality of the hypothesis-maps. An improvement of feature
extraction is expected to lead to better hypothesis-maps and as a
consequence to more exact regions (compare the hypothesis-maps
in fig. 8 with the image in fig. 5 ) .
For further work our aim is to use this model for forming a
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system and serves as an attentional mechanism
decision is made without explicit rules and in

Fig. 17: Subgoal “movement access costs”. This
subgoal can be established by an inhibition in
dependence on the distance to the manipulator.
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sequence of interesting regions in a large image. Therefore, an extension of this algorithm to a dynamic linked
grouping may be helpful to realize a stronger competition among assemblies of the same hypotheses.

Appendix
Parameters of the above mentioned equations are given here. In all simulations the llocal excitatory connections
shown in figure 18. Global inhibitory weights are chosen in all simulations to:
Due to a limited memory
p, = 360 for i z k
capacity, the resolution of the
relaxation plane is reduced
pRk= 30
compared to the resolution of
the hypothesis-maps - the block
effect is not part of the algorithm.
Parameters in the first and in the
third experiment:
Fig. 18: Weights ( w , ~ )from
the central node ki to itself
and to its neighbors Zj.

B,=1
B2 = 1

B3=1

Parameters second experiment:

B,
B2

=
=

0.8
1

B3

=

1
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